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peacefully in the shade of an Abal bush overspread with my
mantle.
At 4 p.m. or a little later, after prayers as usual, we re-
sumed. There were some clouds in the west as there had
also been for a short time during the night; and there seemed
to be an unwonted cooling of the air. I rode bareheaded to
get the best of the light breeze that fanned us, while the feeble
sun sank rapidly towards the edge of the world behind us.
Every day in the great deserts one breathes a sigh of relief as
he gets low enough in the sky to lose his strength and one can
think contentedly of the twelve hours or more that lie ahead,
of coolth and darkness, until he comes again. The nights are
seldom anything but delightful, but this afternoon somehow
seemed abnormal though we knew not then what it portended.
We halted for prayers at the crest of a great ridge as the
sun sank in a blaze of gold and purple. Up to this point we
had covered about 30 miles, and I should have been content
to leave the remaining distance till the morning, but my now
thirsting companions clamoured insistently to press on. I
yielded to their pressure and we marched through the
growing dusk along the broad valleys and over the steep
ridges until we crossed the familiar range of 'Ain Sala about
7 p.m., the buried well by which we had camped before
being at some distance to the north-east of this point. 'Ali,
who was now riding Zayid's mount while the latter bestrode
the so recently confined Na'riya, made no mistake in his
guiding despite his earlier disclaimer and we pressed on. The
strain was telling on my own camel and she began to lag till I
wearied of urging her on. A change was suggested, and I
rode a less elegant but faster animal which had hitherto
carried the little baggage (instruments and the like) which I
could not dispense with. That greatly improved our rate of
progress, but it was a long cry from *Ain Sala to Naifa and
there was much arguing in the dark as to whether we had not
strayed from the direct line. 'Ali led us straight into what
looked like an impassable mountain barrier. Straight up its
steep face he led us to its crest and I gasped at the thought of
the perilous descent on the other side. But immediately
below me gleamed our camp-fires in the sang hollow of

